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News Roundup

We hope that you and your loved ones had a happy and healthy holiday season!
We're getting geared up for a great 2020!
We ended the year with a long weekend in Tucson, Arizona. Having never been
farther west than Memphis, I was ready for an adventure! The mountains out there
are stunning, and I really enjoyed meeting people in a different pocket of the
country. It was COLD! For some reason it was unseasonably cold for them that
weekend. In fact, it was warmer back at Twin Cedars than it was in the desert!

Just my luck. But we still had fun and I probably took more pictures of cacti than
the law allows. I think the one in the picture below resembles a dragon, and who
knows, there may be a watercolor portrait of a Cactus Dragon in my future.
But now if anyone asks me if I have ever seen the desert, I can say, "Why, yes.
Yes, I have."

Unfortunately, someone on the plane felt like sharing their holiday cold with me, so
I've been ill since New Year's, hence the slightly late newsletter. I'm on the mend
and back at the desk!
A big thanks to everyone that checked out our books during the Smashwords Endof-Year Sale. We try to participate in all the sitewide sales on Smashwords, so if
you missed this one, there's always the next one in the summer! We had quite a
few downloads across our catalog, including a lot of interest in T. D.'s mid-grade
fantasy novel, The Queen's Yeoman. (And if you missed the sale, that particular
ebook is still free until January 15, 2020!)
In the meantime, I'm hard at work on Book 3 of The Nemo Paradox, The Invisible
Woman. (Especially now that the Holidaze is behind us!) I am also still slipping
around to write more chapters of my fanfic The House of Loki on the side. If my
watercolor skills improve, I'll try my hand at a little character art!

Wishing you & yours a happy and prosperous 2020!

FANTASY NOVEL by Twin Cedars Author T. D. Raufson

GUARDIAN UNMASKED

Within the labyrinthine passes of the Dragon’s Spine— a mountainous noman’s-land which splits the known world into three realms— Brigands, witches,
fantastic beasts, and nature herself threaten any who wander. The outcast of
every realm— criminal or not— struggle among these threats to scrape out a
living with the hope of some day escaping. Bands of protectors known as
Guardians, with martial strength and uncanny ability to navigate the passes,

guide caravans from every border for any who have or can afford passes into
the realms. Among these warriors, Roark, the prime Guardian of a well known
band, has risen to fame for never failing to deliver a contracted caravan. Can
the Guardian maintain this record when Cinnia, Princes of Arandor, contracts
for passage to Parthia bringing all of the threats and more to bear at once?
Which ominous power standing against them unmasks this Guardian? What
rises when the mask falls? Join this fantastic journey through the Spine to learn
these answers and more…
The ebook version is now available on Smashwords here for only $4.99!
The paperback is in the works! It's just waiting on its cover, crafted by the fine
folks over at The Cover Collection! Watch this space for release dates!
Final chapters to be released on the blog over the next few weeks. Check it
out here, and catch up with the latest scenes, for free!

Guest Author: Dan Jolley

Bio
Dan Jolley began writing professionally at age 19. Starting out in comic books,
Dan has worked for major publishers such as DC (Firestorm), Marvel (Dr.
Strange), Dark Horse (Aliens), and Image (G.I. Joe). He soon branched out into
licensed-property novels (Star Trek), film novelizations (Iron Man), and original
novels, including the Middle Grade urban fantasy series Five Elements, the urban
sci-fi Gray Widow Trilogy, and the “Southern-fried Stephen King” mystery-thriller
The Storm.
Dan began writing for video games in 2007, and has contributed storylines,
characters, and dialogue to titles such as Transformers: War for Cybertron,
Prototype 2, and Dying Light, among others.
His latest work includes the Middle Grade urban fantasy audiobook House of
Teeth, and a Middle Grade post-apocalyptic sci-fi novel series starting with Bad
Tide Rising, both of which are set to debut in 2020.
Dan lives with his wife Tracy and a handful of largely inert felines in northwest
Georgia. Readers can learn more about him on his website, www.danjolley.com.
Contact Info

Website: www.danjolley.com

Available Titles

GRAY WIDOW TRILOGY
Book One: GRAY WIDOW'S WALK Available on Amazon
Book Two: GRAY WIDOW'S WEB Available on Amazon
Book Three: GRAY WIDOW'S WAR Available on Amazon
“The only thing in this world you can truly control is yourself.”

Janey Sinclair’s ability to teleport has always been a mystery to her. She tried for
years to ignore it, but when tragedy shatters her life, Janey’s anger consumes her.
She hones her fighting skills, steals a prototype suit of military body armor, and
takes to the streets of Atlanta, venting her rage as the masked vigilante dubbed
“the Gray Widow” by the press.
But Janey’s power, and her willingness to use it, plunges her into a conflict on a
much grander scale than she had anticipated.
Soon she encounters Simon Grove, a bloodthirsty runaway with a shapeshifting
ability gone horribly wrong…
Garrison Vessler, an ex-FBI agent and current private defense contractor, who
holds some of the answers Janey’s been searching for…
And Tim Kapoor, the first person in years with a chance of breaking through
Janey’s emotional shell—if she’ll let him.
But as Janey’s vigilantism gains worldwide attention, and her showdown with
Simon Grove draws ever closer, the reason for her augmented abilities—hers and
all the others like her—begins to reveal itself. Because, high above the Earth,
other eyes are watching. And they have far-reaching plans…

THE STORM
Red Springs.

Available on Amazon

A tiny town in Georgia’s northwest corner — ninety-five percent white. Five
percent black. Utterly unprepared for the devastating tornado that rips and
smashes through it one dark August day.
SHERIFF ZANDRA SEAGRAVES already faced an uphill battle. Elected by a
fluke, Red Springs’ first-ever black, female sheriff leads the recovery efforts,
despite knowing how much the townspeople—and her own department—loathe
her. But Zandra has no idea just how hellish things are about to get.
Because one of the relief workers stumbles across a ghastly secret: the tornado
tore a long-abandoned house off its foundations, revealing a grisly, recently-used
torture dungeon below it.
A monster has been dwelling in Red Springs. Undetected for years. Preying on
the unsuspecting populace. His atrocities only brought to light because of the
storm.
Now, amid the tornado’s wreckage and surrounded by people who want her gone,
Zandra has to hunt this monster down before he disappears again.
And to do it, she’ll have to peel back all of Red Springs’ dark, corrupted layers.
One vile secret at a time.

HOUSE OF TEETH
Available on Audible

Narrated by: Josh Hurley
Length: 7 hrs and 15 mins
Family-Friendly
There’s more to the swamplands than meets the teeth.
In this supernatural tale of magic and mysticism, Henry Lemarchand grew up in
Philadelphia knowing very little of his family—his father disappeared when he was
young, leaving behind only a strange pouch of animal teeth. When he is sent to
the Louisiana bayou to spend the summer with his eccentric uncle and cousin in
their decaying ancestral mansion, Henry learns about his family’s supernatural
legacy—he is part of a long line of rootcrafters, folks who can absorb the powers
and memories of anyone whose teeth they touch. In delving into his family’s
strange legends, Henry soon discovers that some secrets bite back, especially in
the swamplands. This tale of identity awareness and the need for belonging, is set
in a world where everything is not as it seems.

FIVE ELEMENTS TRILOGY
THE EMERALD TABLET

Available on Amazon

THE SHADOW CITY
THE CRIMSON SERPENT

Available on Amazon
Available on Amazon

Family-Friendly
Five elements. Four friends. One city—and its sinister shadow.
This epic middle grade series is filled with awesome elemental powers,
nightmarish creatures, and nonstop adventure that will thrill fans of Avatar: The
Last Airbender, Rick Riordan, and Brandon Mull.
When Gabe Conway and his friends find a strange old map in his uncle’s office
and follow it to a crumbling secret chamber beneath San Francisco, they think
they’re just having one last adventure before Gabe moves away.
They don’t expect to end up bound to the magic of the elements, or to set off a
chain of events that none of them can explain. But they’re about to get more of an
adventure than they bargained for.
A power-hungry cult is plotting to merge our world with a twisted parallel realm—
and now it’s up to Gabe, his friends, and their new elemental powers to save San
Francisco from utter destruction.

INDIE AUTHOR SALES ALERT
Previous Guest Author Nina Soden has a new release! Check it out!

Who Can Benefit from Using #WritingPrompts?
Everyone! Whether you’re an avid writer or just someone who is interested
in the creative and/or therapeutic art of writing, #WritingPrompts is for you.
Studies show that maintaining a daily handwritten journal, or creative
writing notebook, can: improve memory, enhance creative expression,
lower stress, build self-discipline, eliminate writer’s block, and so much
more!
Writer's Block Got You Down? Eliminate It, One Day at a Time!
When it comes to writer’s block, the struggle is real! If you’ve ever sat at
your computer, typewriter, or with pen in hand, but couldn’t get a single
word on paper, then you know what writer’s block feels like.
#WritingPrompts is the solution you’ve been looking for! Within the pages
of #WritingPrompts, you will find over 700 writing prompts that you can use
in order or at random, the choice is yours.
Jump Start Your Creativity with over 700 Unique Writing Prompts!
Good writing takes time, practice, and unique ideas. Why not jump-start
your imagination with these unique writing prompts and watch as you find
your voice and become a more confident writer in just one year.

Amazon Purchase Link: https://amzn.to/2QI3JCV

WEB SITE RECOMMENDATION: LitHub
lithub.com

Literary Hub is an enormous news site for lovers of literature. From
essays about classic stories ("On the Short Stories That Inspired a
Russian Czar to Free the Serfs") to author impact ("As Australia Burns,
Writers Seek to Help Those Fighting the Fires"), bibliophiles will find a
topic that interests them. Articles and podcasts by publishers,
booksellers, and journals abound. Topics range from Craft & Criticism
to News & Culture. Take a peek and see if something tickles your
literary fancy.

TWIN CEDARS EVENTS CALENDAR 2020
Books for sale! Autographs are always free!
September 2020
NextChapter Con
September 19
Ringgold, GA

October 2020
HallowCon
October 30 - November 1
Dalton, GA

BOOKS BY K. T. HUNTER
Covers by The Cover Collection

20 Million Leagues Over the Sea

The Mysterious Planet of Captain

The Nemo Paradox Book 1

Moreau

$2.99 on Kindle
$12.99 Paperback

The Nemo Paradox Book 2
$2.99 on Kindle

Available on Amazon

$12.99 Paperback

and Smashwords

Available on Amazon
and Smashwords

K. T.'s Blog

K. T. on GoodReads

K. T. on BookBub

BOOKS BY T. D. RAUFSON
BLOG

Legacy of Dragons:
Emergence

Legacy of Dragons:

The Queen's Yeoman

Resurgence

by T. D. Raufson

(Legacy of Magic Book

(Legacy of Magic Book

T. D.'s first mid-grade

1)

fantasy book, great for

by T. D. Raufson

2)
by T. D. Raufson

$3.99 on Kindle

$4.99 on Kindle

all ages!
$3.99 on Kindle

Available on Amazon
and Smashwords

Available on Amazon

Available on Amazon

and Smashwords

and Smashwords

Guardian Unmasked

by T. D. Raufson
$4.99
Available on
Smashwords

T. D. on GoodReads

T. D.'s blog
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